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Simplified & coordinated 
decentralized storage on 

the Filecoin network





Filecoin Node

Buy or sell on 
storage market

Maintain 
consensus

Find and 
connect to 
other nodes

Prove 
storage

Gossip orders and 
transactions

Retrieve data



Decentralized 
storage nodes 
maintain copies of the 
chain via consensus + 
provide storage

Public chain records 
messages and 
commitments

Storage Network



Storage Mining Details

Submit PoSt

Submit PoSt

Submit PoSt

Chain checks if on time and correct before 
releasing payment

Storage client can arbitrate deal if long 
failures. Miner penalty is storage collateral.

Redeem payment
Transfer funds from payment channel 
to wallet.

Set your price

Wait for deals

Price
How long it’s valid for
Amount of storage

Make deals Store data, get paid
Though the lifetime of the deal, as 
miners submit correct PoSts, funds 
are released in the payment channel.

Accept deal

Transfer data

Seal data

Uses bitswap by default

Offer storage
Tell the network you’re ready to 
store

Redeem payment



Storage Client Details

Check for proofs

Verify

Arbitrate

Storage client can arbitrate deal if long 
failures. Miner penalty is storage collateral.

Prep and split

Retrieve
Miners submit proofs of 
continuous storage. Clients 
can verify or arbitrate.

Encrypt

Make deals Data stored

Browse miners

Propose deals

Transfer data

Prepare data

Price
How long it’s valid for
Amount of storage
Reputation
Geography

Include funds from wallet

Retrieve

Throughout the lifetime of the deal, miners 
submit continuous proofs of storage.



Filecoin Storage Proving

Proof of Replication (PoRep)

Proof of Spacetime (PoSt)

Creates a replica via Seal operation, and proof that it was 
correctly generated

Inputs:
- prover key 
- SEAL key
- data

A series of proofs that, together, give confidence in 
continuous storage over time.

Inputs:
- prover key
- replica R (from PoRep)
- random challenge
- time

Seal
Not a proof, but an operation that combines data + 
pseudorandom seed to guarantee a unique replica. 

Iterative proofs for storage over time
Source: Filecoin Whitepaper, July 2017
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1. How many copies?
2. How much $
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What’s next
https://filecoin-project.github.io/starling/

https://filecoin-project.github.io/starling/

